Tunable filtering and demultiplexing in phononic crystals with hollow cylinders.
Acoustic band gap (ABG) materials constituted of steel hollow cylinders immersed in water can exhibit a tunable narrow pass band (NPB) located inside their gap. We theoretically investigate, using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, the properties of waveguides composed of a row of hollow cylinders in a two-dimensional (2D) phononic crystal made of filled steel cylinders. These waveguides exhibit NPB's at frequencies slightly higher than their infinite periodic ABG counterpart. The frequency of the waveguide's NPB can be selected by adjusting the inner radius of the hollow cylinders or by changing the nature of the fluid that fills them. We show that a waveguide constituted of a row of hollow cylinders with different inner radii can transport waves at two different frequencies. By selectively filling the cylinders with water or mercury we have created an active device that permits the transmission of waves at one, both, or neither of these frequencies. Finally, we examine the multiplexing and demultiplexing capabilities of Y shaped waveguides constituted of hollow cylinders.